
Emilie Reineke
Game Designer

+33 7 83 61 39 15
emiliereineke@gmail.com 

linkedin.com/in/emilie-reineke 
France, willing to relocate

I am a generalist Game Designer, focusing mostly on technical AI Design, but very interested by Narrative 
Design. I aim to learn and experiment as much as possible and I’m always open to new opportunities.

Experience

• July 2021-
January 2022

• April 2020-
July 2021

• June 2020-
Ongoing

• October 2019-
January 2020

• July 2019-
September 2019

Game Design & Level Design Intern - Fishing Cactus, Mons, Belgium
Working on a to-be-released VR game in a real physical space. In charge of :

Plushies - Lead Game Designer, AI Designer, AI Programmer (UE4 Blueprints) - Graduation Project
Beat 'em up with an emphasis on AI allies. My role iwas designing and choosing which core mechanics to implement, 
designing AI for both allies and ennemies, and implementing said AI via the Unreal Engine's AI functionalities.

ICKI - Game Designer, Lead Programmer (UE4 Blueprints) - Personal Project
2-player fighting game in the style of Smash Bros, with the goal of learning BP scripting on Unreal 4.

Blobz - Game Designer, 2D Artist - School Project
Puzzle, management & strategy game, done without any game artists. Created and implemented art assets for the game, while 
experimenting with Adobe Illustrator.

Game Design & 2D Game Art Intern - SubOptimal Games, Lille, France
Worked directly with the Lead Game Designer to create new puzzles, narration, art assets and game mechanics for different 
escape games, board games and serious games. This included :

-Research and script-writing for an escape game for a temporary exhibition at the Musée des Beaux-Arts de Valenciennes
-Defining game mechanics for a serious game involving problem-solving in an engineering environment
-Creating illustrations for cards and other game elements.

Skills & Languages
Game Design - Fa miliar with many game genres thanks to my projects. Comfortable with more concept , 

narration and problem-solving oriented design.

Narration - Experimented with concepts designed around tying narration and gameplay together (puzzle games, 
games with multiple routes and endings), and storytelling techniques in other media (graphic novels, animation)

Level Design - Designed, drew paper maps and made blockouts for levels for different projects.

Communication - Used to working in a team, able to communicate effectively between programmers, artists and 
designers thanks to my experiences

Drawn Art - Can quickly sketch out ideas and storyboards for new mechanics or rough level designs.

French: Native English: Bilingual

Interests & Others
• Comics, writing and storytelling. I read francobelgian-style comics from many genres (Sillage, Grandville, Lanfeust, etc.) and

write/draw some as well as a pastime.

• Roleplay games, both as a player and game master (Dungeons & Dragons, Homebrew games, LARP)

• Videogames. Mostly narrative and puzzle games but also solo action games (Hades, Pr. Layton, GhostTrick, Dishonored)

• Lived in Singapore for four years and practiced Tae Kwondo. Living there allowed me to travel all over Asia.
(Viet Nam, Malaysia, China, Thailand, Myanmar, and Australia as well)

• Lived in London for five years and  practiced rugby at a competitive level. I was part of the Hampstead Rugby Club, and the
Middlesex Ladies’ Under 18s team.

 Proficiencies

Experienced User 

Adobe Creative Suite

Advanced

 Unreal Engine 4 Jira
 Git 

Perforce

Literate

Houdini
Unity Engine

• 2019-2021

• 2016-2019

• 2012

Education
 Master in Game Design and Management - Supinfogame Rubika, Valenciennes, France 

Game Design, Programming, Level Design and Producing. Currently in Master 2.
   Game Design Bachelor - Supinfogame Rubika, Valenciennes, France

   Cambridge Certificate of Advanced English - Collège Français-Bilingue, London, UK

-Concepting and prototyping the different levels, including their narrative purpose, design and pacing.
- Designing enemy behaviours and scripting the different enemy encounters.

https://emiliereineke.wordpress.com/
https://emiliereineke.wordpress.com/portfolio/blobz/
https://emiliereineke.wordpress.com/portfolio/plushies/
https://emiliereineke.wordpress.com/portfolio/i-c-k-i/



